Heartmate II left ventricular assist device extensive driveline fracture: hanging on by a thread
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Introduction

Left ventricular assist device (LVAD) driveline damage is a post-LVAD complication with limited nonsurgical treatment options; potentially necessitating LVAD exchange for severe complications. Case reports and small series studies have described driveline repair after fracture [1-4]. We describe the presentation and repair of an unusual, extensive driveline fracture and stabilization prior to surgical repair.

Case report

A 26-year-old female with dilated cardiomyopathy underwent HeartMate II LVAD implantation as destination therapy, eventually required device exchange on November 29, 2012 due to infection, and was supported with an EPC controller. Patient contacted the implanting centre reporting red heart alarms with associated chest pain and unusual LVAD sensations. After air transportation to the implanting centre and connection to the display monitor, speed drops from 9400 RPM to 0 RPM were noted with associated red heart alarms, chest pain, and hemodynamic decompensation. LVAD driveline was completely exposed, silicon connection was compromised, and plastic wire covering was blackened from wear and exposure over weeks (Figure 1). A controller exchange to a new pocket controller did not bring resolution to these events. The driveline was manipulated, pinched together, and pressed against the insertion section at the controller to minimize the frequency of pump stopping. Central access was established should inotrope support be required, imaging studies were obtained, and communication with Abbott was undertaken regarding potential external driveline repair. X-ray of the driveline revealed significant damage with only 1 of 6 wires intact (Figure 2). The patient proceeded with emergent surgical exchange to replace the damaged driveline which was uneventful and was extubated the same day. The patient continued to require manual stabilization of the driveline to maintain electrical contact and prevent pump stoppage during OR preparation and surgical dissection prior to device exchange.

Discussion

Driveline damage can occur with repeated wear over time. Driveline compromise prompts specific alarms with newer HeartMate pocket controllers. This patient was supported with the older EPC controller and did not have access to a display module or backup controller at the time of the events described; thus, red heart alarms that transpired left a broader differential of potential causes. Patients supported with EPC controllers with suspected driveline fracture should be maintained on battery support as outlet power can prompt a short to ground and pump
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This patient's driveline had silicone damage and discontinuity for some time as the clear covering around the driveline wires had become dark brown with environmental exposure (Figure 1). Extent and location of driveline compromise can be difficult to evaluate with x-ray images; however, this patient's images were unique in the clear demonstration of fractures. Generally, external splicing repair of the driveline is attempted before surgical repair if only one of the two paired wires in a driveline is suspected to be damaged. If driveline damage is extensive, thought to be internal, or if hemodynamic compromise is associated, more urgent operative intervention for exchange of the LVAD to replace the driveline needs to be considered. For this patient, manipulation of the driveline even a few millimetres resulted in pump stoppage and hemodynamic collapse; the extent of presentation in this case was dramatic and required constant human stabilization during all the time preceding definitive exchange. In some situations where patients are deemed non-operative, an ungrounded cable may be provided. Early identification of suspected LVAD driveline fracture is necessary to allow for patient stabilization, verification and ascertaining extent of compromise and evaluation of appropriate interventions to sustain ongoing LVAD support.
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